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WELCOME TO OHC
When you choose Oxford House College you are selecting
an internationally respected school of English situated in
four exciting locations – London Oxford Street, London
Richmond, Oxford and Stratford-upon-Avon.

FOUR GREAT LOCATIONS
 0SRHSR3\JSVH7XVIIX
 0SRHSR6MGLQSRH
 3\JSVH
 7XVEXJSVHYTSR%ZSR

ABOUT OHC

We think learning English can and should be fun - our classes are
varied and lively, our teachers dynamic and inspiring. The lessons are
planned to help you learn fast, with stimulating language activities,
pair and group work, individual help and classroom discussion.

 3ZIV]IEVWSJI\GIPPIRGI
 4VSJIWWMSREPP]UYEPM½IHXIEGLIVW
 'EVMRKERHWYTTSVXMZIPIEVRMRKIRZMVSRQIRX
 %[MHIVERKISJGSYVWIWXSGLSSWIJVSQ
 %¾I\MFPIXMQIXEFPIXSWYMX]SY¯QSVRMRK
afternoon and evening classes
 %GLSMGISJWXYH]STXMSRW¯JYPPXMQITEVXXMQISV
intensive
 1SWXGSYVWIWWXEVXER]1SRHE]
 %GGVIHMXIHF]XLI&VMXMWL'SYRGMPJSVXLIXIEGLMRK
of English
 1IQFIVSJXLI)HYGEXMSR9/4EVXRIVWLMTERH
)RKPMWL9/
 %GGVIHMXIHF])%59%07 0SRHSR3\JSVH7XVIIX
Oxford)
%GGVIHMXIHF]-7- 0SRHSR3\JSVH7XVIIX3\JSVH
7XVEXJSVHYTSR%ZSR

QUALITY TEACHING

COLLEGE SOCIAL LIFE

;IWIPIGXSYVXIEGLIVWJSVXLIMVTVSJIWWMSREPUYEPM½GEXMSRWERH
experience, and their personal qualities. Great teachers and a
modern, communicative approach to teaching help our students to
make progress fast.

Of course, a visit to England is not all hard work!
%X3\JSVH,SYWI'SPPIKI]SY[MPPQIIXGSPPIEKYIW
from all around the world and all our colleges
arrange social activities to help you get to know
your new friends, explore British life and culture,
practise your English out of the classroom and make
XLIQSWXSJXLI3\JSVH,SYWIPSGEXMSR]SYLEZI

Oxford House College offers excellent value with
the highest standards of teaching, welfare and social
activities.
Our English schools are accredited by the British Council for the
teaching of English as a foreign language.
Our promise is simple – to help you learn and improve your English
in a happy, friendly and supportive environment.
So whether you need to learn English for work, university or just for
pleasure, we hope to welcome you to one of our schools very soon.

QUALITY LEARNING
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chosen. From exciting nights out in the capital at our
0SRHSR'IRXVIWXSGYPXYVEPZMWMXWERH[EPOWMRXLI
LIEVXSJ)RKPERHMR3\JSVHERH7XVEXJSVHYTSR%ZSR
JVSQZMWMXWXSTSTYPEV9/HIWXMREXMSRWXSUYMIXIZIRMRKW
[MXLJVMIRHW3\JSVH,SYWI'SPPIKILEWWSQIXLMRKJSV
everyone, and our teachers and student services staff
will be happy to help you organise something special for
yourself, your friends or for groups.

YOUR HOME LIFE
%X3\JSVH,SYWI'SPPIKI[ILEZIEVERKISJ
accommodation options to match your needs in
0SRHSR6MGLQSRH3\JSVHERH7XVEXJSVHYTSR
%ZSR8LIWIMRGPYHI,SQIWXE] PMZMRK[MXLE,SWX
Family), hostel, student residence and hotel. We have
ER%GGSQQSHEXMSR3J½GIVMRIEGLSJSYVWGLSSPW
who will arrange your accommodation according to
your preferences. They can also arrange taxi transfers
to take you directly to your accommodation from
,IEXLVS[+EX[MGO0SRHSR'MX]0YXSR7XERWXIH
Birmingham and other airports.
COURSE GUIDE
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LONDON - OXFORD STREET
“I chose Oxford House College because of its great central
PSGEXMSRERHKSSHTVMGIW;LIR-½VWXEVVMZIH-GSYPHR´X
WTIEOER])RKPMWLFYXWMRGIXLIR-´ZIQEHIVETMHTVSKVIWW
The teachers are brilliant and also very helpful.”
- JULIANA, BRAZIL

ABOUT THE CENTRE

Studying in London is a truly unforgettable experience.

T

For more details:

S
RY

Teacher Training Courses
 'SYVWIWJSV3ZIVWIEW8IEGLIVWSJ)RKPMWL
 'VIEXMZI1IXLSHSPSK]
 4VSJIWWMSREP(IZIPSTQIRX
 ')08%
 ()08%

BU

 %PEVKI[IPPWXSGOIHPMFVEV][MXLXLIPEXIWX)RKPMWLFSSOW
QEKE^MRIWQYPXMQIHMEWSJX[EVIERHWIPJWXYH]QEXIVMEPW
 %WYTIVFVSSJXSTSTIREMVGEJq[MXLE[MHIVERKISJJVIWLJSSH
and drinks prepared daily
 'SQTYXIVWYMXI[MXLJVII-RXIVRIXEGGIWWMRGPYHMRK;M*M
 5YMIXEVIEWJSVWIPJWXYH]
 %HIHMGEXIHWXYHIRX[IPJEVIXIEQTVSZMHMRKWYTTSVXERHEHZMGI
on setting up bank accounts, getting medical help and more

MS

COLLEGE FACILITIES

 +IRIVEP)RKPMWL
 +IRIVEP)RKPMWL4PYW
 -RXIRWMZI)RKPMWL
 -)087)\EQMREXMSR4VITEVEXMSR
 'EQFVMHKI)\EQMREXMSR4VITEVEXMSR *')'%)'4)
 XS)RKPMWL
 'SRZIVWEXMSR 4VSRYRGMEXMSR
 )RKPMWLJSV&YWMRIWW7YGGIWW

CENTRE LOCATION
OO

We are situated right in the city centre in Great Chapel Street,
one minute off Oxford Street, near to department stores, fashion
outlets, restaurants, cafés and theatres. Our central location is ideal
for exploring this fantastic city. The College itself is equipped with
I\GIPPIRXJEGMPMXMIWXSLIPTIRWYVI]SYKEMRXLIQE\MQYQFIRI½X
from your course.

COURSES AVAILABLE AT OUR
LONDON OXFORD STREET CENTRE

BL

0SRHSRMWSRISJXLI[SVPH´WQSWXEQE^MRKGMXMIWERHLEW
MRWTMVEXMSREPIRIVK]ERHZMXEPMX]-XMWEPWSEQENSVXSYVMWXHIWXMREXMSR
and you can sample a huge variety of famous attractions like
&YGOMRKLEQ4EPEGIXLI&VMXMWL1YWIYQERHXLI8S[IVSJ0SRHSR

FORD ST

NEW OX
OXFORD

ST

TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD

FIND OUT MORE
*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSRXLI0SRHSR
Oxford Street centre, the courses it
offers and more, visit us:
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

Scan for a
direct link to
full course info.

8YVRXSTEKISVZMWMX
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk
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LONDON - RICHMOND
“Richmond is a beautiful location with so much to do
and see. Central London is so close so it was very easy
for me to visit the London eye, Big Ben, British Museum,
National Gallery and theatres.”
- MACHIKO, JAPAN

ABOUT THE CENTRE

Richmond-Upon-Thames is one of the most beautiful towns
in England.

RED
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 7QEPP JVMIRHP]WGLSSP[MXLKIRIVEPP]WQEPPGPEWWWM^IW
 'IRXVEPPSGEXMSR
 'SQTYXIVEGGIWWERHJVII;M*M&VSEHFERHMRXIVRIX
 %GXMZIWSGMEPTVSKVEQQI
 %HIHMGEXIHLSYVWXYHIRX[IPJEVIXIEQTVSZMHMRKWYTTSVXERH
advice on setting up bank accounts, getting medical help and more

UR
CH

COLLEGE FACILITIES

RD

ST

The College is located on one of the main shopping streets in the
GIRXVISJ6MGLQSRH-XSGGYTMIWXLVII¾SSVWSJEGLEVQMRKXS[R
LSYWI[MXLEJVMIRHP]WTEGMSYWVIGITXMSREVIEERH½ZIGPEWWVSSQW

M
HA
EN

LL

6MGLQSRHLEWREVVS[WXVIIXW[MXLIPIKERXWLSTWXVEHMXMSREPTYFW
restaurants, internet cafes, coffee bars and tea rooms. The town is
also known as a centre for antiques and collectables.

 +IRIVEP)RKPMWL
 +IRIVEP)RKPMWL4PYW
 -RXIRWMZI)RKPMWL
 'SRZIVWEXMSRERH4VSRYRGMEXMSR
 -)087)\EQMREXMSR4VITEVEXMSR
 )RKPMWLJSV%GEHIQMG4YVTSWIW
 XS)RKPMWL
 7XYH]8SYV+VSYTW
 )RKPMWL*SV&YWMRIWW
 )RKPMWLJSV7TIGM½G4YVTSWIW

CENTRE LOCATION

HI

,SQIXSXLIVMGLERHJEQSYW6MGLQSRHMWSRISJ0SRHSR´WQSWX
sought after locations offering a safe and secure village environment
[MXLMRSRISJXLI[SVPH´WFYWMIWXGMXMIW;LIXLIVMXFITYRXMRKSR
XLI6MZIV8LEQIWG]GPMRKTEWXXLIHIIVMR6MGLQSRHTEVOSVZMWMXMRK
0SRHSRGIRXVEPXLMWPSGEXMSRSJJIVWXLIMHIEP0SRHSRI\TIVMIRGI

COURSES AVAILABLE AT OUR
LONDON RICHMOND CENTRE

TW
IC
K

7MXYEXIH[MXLMRQMRYXIWSJ'IRXVEP0SRHSR;MXLI\GIPPIRX
YRHIVKVSYRHVEMPERHFYWWIVZMGIW6MGLQSRHSJJIVWXLIMHIEP
KEXI[E]XS0SRHSR´WXSYVMWXEXXVEGXMSRW

FIND OUT MORE
*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRSRXLI0SRHSR
6MGLQSRHGIRXVIXLIGSYVWIWMXSJJIVW
and more, visit us:
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

For more details:
8YVRXSTEKISVZMWMX
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

Scan for a
direct link to
full course info.
6MGLQSRH0ERKYEKI8VEMRMRK 'SQTER]RYQFIV 
XVEHMRKEW3,'0SRHSR6MGLQSRH
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OXFORD
“I love my course and my teachers. Oxford House College
has a friendly atmosphere, professional teaching and
very high standards.”
- STEFAN, SWITZERLAND

ABOUT THE CENTRE

For hundreds of years, people have come from around
the world to study in Oxford.
The home of the oldest university in the English-speaking world
and still a vibrant university city, Oxford is a fascinating mix of the
ancient and modern.
There is always something to do in and around Oxford, such
EWZMWMXMRKER3\JSVH9RMZIVWMX]GSPPIKITYRXMRKSRXLIVMZIVSV
VIPE\MRKMRSRISJ3\JSVH´WXVEHMXMSREP)RKPMWLTYFW

 'IRXVEPPSGEXMSR
 7XYH]GIRXVI
 7XYHIRXGSQQSRVSSQ
 'SQTYXIVWYMXI[MXLJVII-RXIVRIXEGGIWWMRGPYHMRK;M*M
Broadband
 %HIHMGEXIHWXYHIRX[IPJEVIXIEQTVSZMHMRKWYTTSVXERHEHZMGI
on setting up bank accounts, getting medical help and more
 GPEWWVSSQW
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For more details:
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COLLEGE FACILITIES
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The college in Oxford has an atmosphere that is informal and
friendly – providing an excellent environment for study.

 +IRIVEP)RKPMWL
 +IRIVEP)RKPMWL4PYW
 -RXIRWMZI)RKPMWL
 -)087)\EQMREXMSR4VITEVEXMSR
 'EQFVMHKI)\EQMREXMSR4VITEVEXMSR *')'%)
 XS)RKPMWL
 )RKPMWLJSV&YWMRIWW7YGGIWW
 'SRZIVWEXMSRERH4VSRYRGMEXMSR
 .YRMSV7YQQIV7GLSSP

CENTRE LOCATION

X PE
A420 O

The College is perfectly located right in the heart of Oxford,
WYVVSYRHIHF]3\JSVH9RMZIVWMX]GSPPIKIW%JXIVWGLSSP]SYGER
easily go shopping or visit some of the attractions, such as the
'SZIVIH1EVOIXXLI&SHPIMER0MFVEV]SVXLI%WLQSPIER1YWIYQ

COURSES AVAILABLE AT OUR
OXFORD CENTRE

FIND OUT MORE
For more information on the Oxford
centre, the courses it offers and more,
visit us:
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

8YVRXSTEKISVZMWMX
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk
Scan for a
direct link to
full course info.
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STRATFORD-UPON-AVON
±-´ZIJSYRHXLIXIEGLIVWXSFIZIV]TVSJIWWMSREPERH
caring.They encourage students to communicate
and enjoy learning English. Stratford-upon-Avon is
stunning!”
- JOSEFINA, SPAIN

ABOUT THE CENTRE

Stratford-upon-Avon has been voted best small town in
the world to visit.

The town is easy to get around on foot, so there is no need to
YWITYFPMGXVERWTSVX)RKPERH´WQSWXJEQSYW[VMXIV[EWFSVR
MR7XVEXJSVHYTSR%ZSR8LIREQISJ;MPPMEQ7LEOIWTIEVILEW
EXXVEGXIHZMWMXSVWJSVRIEVP]]IEVW
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COLLEGE FACILITIES

For more details:

 7QEPP JVMIRHP]WGLSSP[MXLKIRIVEPP]WQEPPGPEWWWM^IW
 7XYHIRXGSQQSRVSSQ
 7XYHIRXOMXGLIR
 'SQTYXIVEGGIWWERHJVII;M*M&VSEHFERHMRXIVRIX
 4VMZEXIVMZIVWMHIKEVHIRTIVJIGXJSVWXYHIRXWSGMEPEGXMZMXMIW
 &EHQMRXSRERHXEFPIXIRRMW
 &EVFIGYITEXMS
 )\GYVWMSRWQMRMFYW
 %HIHMGEXIHWXYHIRX[IPJEVIXIEQTVSZMHMRKWYTTSVXERHEHZMGI
on setting up bank accounts, getting medical help and more

8YVRXSTEKISVZMWMX
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk
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 +IRIVEP)RKPMWL
 +IRIVEP)RKPMWL4PYW
 -RXIRWMZI)RKPMWL
 -)087)\EQMREXMSR4VITEVEXMSR
 XS)RKPMWL
 .YRMSV7YQQIV7GLSSP

CENTRE LOCATION
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COURSES AVAILABLE AT OUR
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON CENTRE
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3\JSVH,SYWI'SPPIKI7XVEXJSVHYTSR%ZSRMWPSGEXIHMRMXWS[R
GLEVQMRKFYMPHMRKRI\XXSXLIPSZIP]VMZIV%ZSR8LI'SPPIKIMWE
short walk from the town centre, over the medieval stone bridge.
The school is small and has a friendly, informal atmosphere. Students
very quickly settle in and feel at home, helping them focus on their
English studies.
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FIND OUT MORE
For more information on the StratfordYTSR%ZSRGIRXVIXLIGSYVWIWMXSJJIVW
and more, visit us:
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk

Scan for a
direct link to
full course info.
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COURSE LIST
%PP3\JSVH,SYWI'SPPIKI´W)RKPMWLPERKYEKITVSKVEQQIWEVIGEVIJYPP]
designed with a detailed syllabus relating them to international language
standards* to ensure you cover the most important areas of study at each
level, using the most up-to-date teaching materials and techniques. Our
skilled, professional teachers and friendly and helpful student services staff
will help you to choose the best programme to meet your personal goals.
* THE COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK OF REFERENCE FOR LANGUAGES

CENTRE KEY
032(323<*36(786))8

3<*36(

032(326-',132(

786%8*36(9432%:32

1-TO-1 ENGLISH
Centre:

You will have a personalised
programme based on a careful
needs analysis. You choose how
many lessons you will have and on
which topics and areas of language
you would like to focus, depending
on your personal objectives; for
example, you may wish to improve
your conversational English, to
concentrate on your grammatical
accuracy or develop your ability to
write in English.
English Level:
&IKMRRIV¯%HZERGIH

Our English for Conversation and
4VSRYRGMEXMSRGSYVWIWEVIHIWMKRIH
for students who want to express
XLIQWIPZIWQSVI¾YIRXP]ERH
clearly in spoken English. Topics
for developing conversational
English skills include current affairs,
education, attitudes and beliefs,
relationships and global problems.

-J]SYEPVIEH]LEZIEKSSH
knowledge of the English language
ERH[ERXEUYEPM½GEXMSRXS
demonstrate this, a Cambridge
Examination Course is for you.
Our Courses prepare students for:
 *MVWX'IVXM½GEXIMR)RKPMWL *')
 'IVXM½GEXIMR%HZERGIH)RKPMWL
'%)
 'IVXM½GEXISJ4VS½GMIRG]MR
)RKPMWL '4)
These examinations are
internationally recognised and
EQSRKXLI[SVPH´WFIWXORS[R
UYEPM½GEXMSRW8LI]EVIYWIHF]
employers and universities as
reliable indicators of competence in
the English language.

English Level:
4VI-RXIVQIHMEXISVLMKLIV

Centre:
%&YWMRIWW)RKPMWLGSYVWIIREFPIW
you to impress and succeed in
business. You will learn essential
Business English skills, such as the
language of presentations and
meetings, negotiating in English,
agreeing and disagreeing, speaking
at seminars and conferences and
socialising in English.

Centre:

Centre:

Centre:

0IEVRLS[XSYWI)RKPMWLIJJIGXMZIP]
MRIZIV]HE]WMXYEXMSRW-QTVSZI
your skills in speaking, listening,
reading, writing, vocabulary and
KVEQQEV%XXLIFIKMRRMRKSJ]SYV
course we will assess your current
level of English and place you in
a class at the appropriate level to
ensure the greatest progress.

+IRIVEP)RKPMWL4PYWEPPS[W]SY
to cover a wider range of skills
alongside General English, with
extra lessons in key language skills,
including conversation skills to
LIPT]SYHIZIPST]SYV¾YIRG]MR
speaking.

3YV-RXIRWMZI)RKPMWLTVSKVEQQI
will help you make faster progress
and achieve your goals more quickly!
;MXLPIWWSRWTIV[IIO PIWWSRW
per day) you will study General
English with a choice of extra skills
classes, including - Conversation
4VSRYRGMEXMSR'EQFVMHKI
)\EQMREXMSR'SYVWI-)087SV
Business English.

1SWX)RKPMWLPERKYEKIYRMZIVWMXMIW
EGGITXEWYMXEFPI-)087WGSVIEW
proof that your English skills are
good enough to follow the course.
%R3\JSVH,SYWI'SPPIKI-)087
course will prepare you to get
the best score you can in the
I\EQMREXMSR-J]SYLEZIEXEVKIX
score for a university course, our
teachers will advise you how best
to get the score you need.

English Level:
Elementary or higher

English Level:
9TTIV-RXIVQIHMEXISVLMKLIV

COURSE GUIDE

Centre:

Centre:

INTENSIVE ENGLISH

12

Centre:

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS
SUCCESS

GENERAL ENGLISH PLUS

English Level:
&IKMRRIV¯%HZERGIH

CAMBRIDGE EXAMINATION
COURSES

IELTS EXAMINATION
PREPARATION

GENERAL ENGLISH

English Level:
4VI-RXIVQIHMEXISVLMKLIV

CONVERSATION &
PRONUNCIATION

English Level:
-RXIVQIHMEXISVLMKLIV

English Level:
9TTIV-RXIVQIHMEXISVLMKLIV

Check website for availability of
your chosen course as not all
courses are offered at all centres
throughout the year.

COURSE GUIDE
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COURSE LIST

ACCOMMODATION

JUNIOR SUMMER COURSE

TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMMES

Centre:

COURSES FOR OVERSEAS
TEACHERS OF ENGLISH

-R7YQQIV]SYRKIVWXYHIRXWGER
improve their English and make
PSXWSJRI[JVMIRHWSRSYV.YRMSV
Summer Course. The course
takes place at our StratfordYTSR%ZSRERH3\JSVHGIRXVI
-XMWERMRXIRWMZI+IRIVEP)RKPMWL
TVSKVEQQIJSVWXYHIRXWEKIH
'SQFMRIH[MXLETVSKVEQQI
of fun activities, sports and
I\GYVWMSRWSYV.YRMSV7YQQIV
Course is perfect for motivated
young students of English who also
like to have fun!
8LIPERKYEKIGSYVWIMRGPYHIW
hours of English per week in a
mixed international classes. There is
also a full daily activity programme
and weekly excursions, with
HIWXMREXMSRWWYGLEW0SRHSRERH
&EXL3,'IRWYVIWWXYHIRXWLEZI
a rewarding experience during their
WXE][MXLYWSRXLI.7'MRXLI9/
Accommodation
7XVEXJSVHYTSR%ZSR
6IWMHIRGI¯7MRKPI6SSQW[MXL
Ensuite bathrooms.
Oxford:
6IWMHIRGI¯7LEVIHVSSQW[MXL
Shared bathrooms.

14
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Centre:
%VSYRHXLI[SVPHQSWX)RKPMWL
lessons are taught by teachers whose
½VWXPERKYEKIMWRSX)RKPMWL%X
3\JSVH,SYWI'SPPIKI[IVIJIV
to these teachers as Overseas
8IEGLIVWSJ)RKPMWL-J]SYEVIWYGL
a teacher, or you are about to enter
the profession, you can deepen
your knowledge of the subject
and develop your teaching skills
by choosing one of our Overseas
Teachers of English courses.
 'VIEXMZI1IXLSHSPSK]
 4VSJIWWMSREP(IZIPSTQIRX

DELTA - DIPLOMA IN
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
TEACHING TO ADULTS
Centre:

8LI()08%GSYVWIMWJSVXIEGLIVW
anywhere in the world who have
substantial experience in teaching
English as a foreign language to
adults and who want to further
develop their knowledge and skills.
8LI()08%UYEPM½GEXMSRIRLERGIW
EXIEGLIV´WPSRKXIVQGEVIIV
TVSWTIGXWMRXLI)08TVSJIWWMSR

CELTA - CERTIFICATE IN
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
TEACHING TO ADULTS
Centre:
')08%MWERMRMXMEPUYEPM½GEXMSR
in teaching English as a foreign
PERKYEKIXSEHYPXW-XMWXLIFIWX
known and most widely taken initial
)RKPMWL0ERKYEKI8IEGLMRK )08 
UYEPM½GEXMSRSJMXWOMRHMRXLI[SVPH
XEOIRF]SZIVTISTPIIEGL
]IEV;MXLXLI')08%UYEPM½GEXMSR
E[MHIVERKISJI\GMXMRK)08GEVIIV
options will open up for you, not
least the prospect of working in
your favourite locations around the
world.

YEAR-ROUND RESIDENCES

HOMESTAY – YOUR HOME FROM HOME

Year-round residences are centrally located and in
walking distance to local underground train stations.
Students can stay in a combination of one or two
bedded rooms. Other residence facilities include
HMRMRKVSSQ8:VSSQPSYRKIWXYH]VSSQ-RXIVRIX
access, laundry and vending machines.

'LSSWIXSWXE]MR,SQIWXE]EGGSQQSHEXMSR
[LMGLGERFIMRXLILSQISJEJEQMP][MXL]SYRK
children, with couples or with a single person) and
SYV%GGSQQSHEXMSR3J½GIV[MPPGEVIJYPP]WIPIGXE
,SQIWXE]LSWXXSQEXGL]SYVVIUYMVIQIRXW0MZMRK
[MXLSRISJSYV,SQIWXE]LSWXW[MPPLIPT]SYWIXXPIMR
XSWXYH]MRKMRXLI9/UYMGOP]

SUMMER RESIDENCES

=SYV,SQIWXE]LSWXW[MPPQEOI]SYJIIPEXLSQI
and you will be able to practise your English in
friendly, relaxed surroundings. You will have your own
room, and you can choose between various meal
options: self-catering, bed and breakfast, or half board
FVIEOJEWXERHHMRRIV 

;ILEZIEKVIEXWIPIGXMSRSJ9RMZIVWMX]ERH'SPPIKI
VIWMHIRGIWEZEMPEFPIMR0SRHSRERH3\JSVHHYVMRK
summer. You can enjoy living in a secure, modern
student residence, normally with the option
of private shower/bath facilities. The Summer
6IWMHIRGIWEVIEKVIEX[E]XSQIIXJIPPS[WXYHIRXW

AIRPORT PICK UP
We can arrange for you to be met at the airport
and taken directly to your accommodation, making
your travel experience as easy as possible.

STUDENT WELFARE

-R0SRHSRERH6MGLQSRHSYVWXYHIRXWKIRIVEPP]KIXXS
the college by bus or tube. Travel times vary between
XSQMRYXIW
-R3\JSVHSYV,SQIWXE]TVSZMHIVWPMZIEWLSVXFYW
NSYVRI]JVSQXLI'SPPIKI1SWXSJXLIFYWIWWXSTZIV]
GPSWIXSXLI'SPPIKIMRXLI,MKL7XVIIX
-R7XVEXJSVHYTSR%ZSRQSWXSJSYV,SQIWXE]LSWXW
live within easy walking distance of the College in a
HIPMKLXJYPVIWMHIRXMEPEVIEWSMXMWR´XRIGIWWEV]XSYWI
public transport to get to school and back.

We have a dedicated student welfare team to
provide support, advice and help with anything from
setting up bank accounts to getting medical help
[MXLWSQISRIEZEMPEFPILSYVWEHE]XSLIPTMJ]SY
have a problem.
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LONDON OXFORD STREET

LONDON RICHMOND

Oxford House College
24 Great Chapel Street
London, W1F 8FS

Oxford House College
32 Hill Street, Richmond
Greater London, Surrey, TW9 1TW

Telephone: +44 (0) 20 7580 9785

Telephone: +44 (0) 20 8332 7732

OXFORD

STRATFORD-UPON-AVON

Oxford House College
15 King Edward Street
Oxford, OX1 4HT

Oxford House College
8 Tiddington Road
Stratford-upon-Avon, CV37 7AE

Telephone: + 44 (0) 1865 724 032

Telephone: +44 (0) 1789 269 497

For further information please visit our website:
www.oxfordhousecollege.co.uk
For general enquiries please email:
info@oxfordhousegroup.com
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